
Born in Leith Walk, Midlothian, Scotland,
James Walker first arrived in Australia

with his family in 1844. After farming in 
New South Wales for four years the Walkers
returned to Scotland. In 1862 Walker returned
to Australia and took up a position in
Queensland with the Bank of New South
Wales. He was to hold many high ranking
positions in Australian financial institutions
throughout his life.

Walker was an active member of the
Australasian Federation League of 
New South Wales and attended the People’s
Federal Convention in Bathurst in 1896, where
he was a major contributor to the
development of federal financial and revenue
schemes. Elected to the Australasian Federal
Convention of 1897-98, he was a member of
the Finance Committee, where his expertise

provided the foundation for the Convention’s
proposals on federal finances. Walker
successfully moved that the name of the
second chamber should be the “Senate”
rather than “States Assembly”, as preferred
by Barton. Walker was the only delegate 
to the Convention who had not sat in a
colonial parliament.

In 1901 Walker, a Freetrader, topped the poll
to represent New South Wales in the Senate
at the first federal election. While Walker 
was committed on the issue of free trade, 
he believed that federal politics should not 
be dominated by political parties, and voted
independently and with regard to natural
justice on such issues as immigration and 
the return of Pacific Island labourers. 
He initiated the provision that each sitting 
day in the Senate should begin with a prayer.

Senator for New South Wales 1901-1913

James Thomas Walker (1841-1923)

The state of Western Australia was also represented in the first Senate by:

Richard Edward O’Connor

Edward Davis Millen

John Cash Neild

Albert John Gould

Edward Pulsford

David Watkins was born in Wallsend in 
New South Wales. A coal miner, Watkins

became secretary of the local miners’
federation following the 1891 maritime strike,
and was elected to the New South Wales
Legislative Assembly as the member for
Wallsend for the Labor Electoral League. 

In 1901, Watkins was elected to represent 
the seat of Newcastle in the House of
Representatives in the first federal election.
An unequivocal supporter of protection,
Watkins was Labor Party Whip in the House 
of Representatives during the leadership 
of Andrew Fisher 1908-14. He was secretary 
of the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party
1908-17.

Watkins held the seat of Newcastle
continuously until his death, while in office, 
in 1935. His son David Oliver Watkins won the
seat at the by-election following his death.

Member for Newcastle (New South Wales) 1901-1935

David Watkins (1865-1935)

The electorate of Newcastle was named after its locality.


